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Religion or Creed  Part 3 

 
 
 
 
 It has been related in the previous two parts of this series that the 
Divine ‘Command-like’ ‘personal religion’ has been written or entered in 
the innermost consciousness of the minutest particles of the universe at the 
time they-the particle- came into existence. 
 

This body is the home of Dharma; the Divine Light of the True Lord is 
within it.                                             309 

  
 The 8.4 million life-forms are unconsciously and unknowingly are 
earning or cultivating this (this preordained religion), but the human race, in 
the doubt-fallacy of its ‘egotism’, through its cleverness, being defiant and 
indifferent towards the ‘in-laid’ ‘religion’, is going through human life 
according to its own ‘will’ and thus comes under the control of ‘Yamas’ (the 
couriers of death). 
 
 Despite having sharp intelligence, man is incapable of discovering and 
understanding this ‘in-laid’ religion. 
 
 An effort is being made in this lekh (writing) to discover and 
understand this extremely subtle and Divine-mystery. 
 
 It is a known fact that ‘still’ water becomes dirty and flowing water is 
clean and fresh. 
 
 Flowing water is normally connected with some ‘source’ from which 
clean water flows continuously. When some obstruction occurs in the 
flowing water , then the collected water of the pool gradually becomes 
‘unclean or dirty’. With the flowing in of (more) ‘dirty’ water from the 
outside, the water in the pool becomes even more filthy. In these 
circumstances ‘mosquitoes’ etc. breed and with the dirty ‘odour’, many 
different kinds of diseases spread. 
 
 In other words, so long as the pool is connected with its ‘source’ its 
water remains fresh and clean and  
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creatures enjoy benefits from it. 
 
 But when some obstacle occurs in the water channel, drain or flow of 
water from the ‘source’, then the flow of fresh waters stops. As a result the 
pool does not get fresh water and existing water gradually gets less and less 
and more ‘murky’ (or muddy).  
 

In this way the water of the pool 
instead of 

becoming beneficial, 
(it) becomes harmful 

 
 Exactly in the same manner, so long as our ‘mind-like’ pool is joined or 
connected to the source of ‘Hukan (Command)’, ‘Shabad’, Naam’ through 
the intuitional ‘power of the reflection of the word’ (Shabad), until then, 
through the flow of the Divine ‘Command’ or ‘Naam’, all spiritual Divine 
virtues automatically are bestowed upon us, entering our ‘mind, body and 
mental faculties’. 
 
 In this way filthiness and stench does not occur in our ‘mind’-like’ 
pool. our innermost consciousness remains clean, pure, calm, happy and 
always remains in high morale.  
 
 In this way, by experiencing the ‘command-like’ ‘religion’ in our 
innermost consciousness, we are earning or cultivating  it, and by doing 
spiritual service we are acquiring the blessings of Satguru, thereby making a 
success of this invaluable life of ours. This is the real religion. 
 
 Now, let’s look at the other aspect:- 
 
 When our mind ‘forgets’ or becomes defiant towards the ‘command-
like’ in-laid ‘religion’ or ‘Naam’ of our Source, the Timeless Being, then 
hindrance occurs in the flow of our ‘faith filled-inclination’, as a result of 
which, we are deprived of all the Divine merits of the spiritual-sphere, and 
our mind (caught up) in the doubt-fallacy of egotism, becomes polluted in 
the external ‘bad or negative company’. 
 
 In this way, with dirty and polluted minds we (trapped) in the doubt-
ridden fallacy, become ‘faithless’ and ‘defiant’ towards the Timeless Being. 
With the support of our cleverness,  
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abiding in our ‘will’ we experience numerous sufferings and distress, and 
wailing and mourning, we feel harassed and humiliated. 
 
1        One who walks according to his own will, O Siblings of Destiny, suffers 

separation from the Lord, and shall be punished.           601 
 
2 They forget the Lord, and they suffer in pain. 

Afflicted with hunger, they run around in all directions.     98 
 
3 The wretched fools do not know the Lord's Will; they wander around making 

mistakes. 
They go about their business stubborn-mindedly; they are disgraced forever 
and ever.              66 

 
4 Forgetting the Transcendent Lord, all sorts of illnesses are contracted. 

Those who turn their backs on the Lord shall be separated from Him and 
consigned to reincarnation, over and over again.            135 

 
5 One who does not know the Hukam of the Lord's Command cries out in terrible 

pain. 
She is filled with deception, and she cannot sleep in peace.      85 

 
 In this way 
 
   by forgetting 
    by not remembering 
     by turning away, 
 
from the Timeless Being and by following our own ‘will’ we – 
 

1 pass through the doubt-fallacy of maya (materialism). 

2 are immersed in the chronic disease of egotism. 

3 remain deprived of the Divine Virtues. 

4 burn in the materialistic fiery ocean of grief. 

5 Experience the effects of our sins. 

6 fall into the cycle of births and deaths 

7 come under the control of Yamas (the couriers of death) 

8 experience hell 
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On the other hand by remembering the Timeless Being or meditating – 
 

1 the tenth door opens. 

2 faith-filled inclinations sprout. 

3 awareness of inlaid ‘religion’ occurs. 

4 the Divine ‘Command-like’ religion is earned or cultivated. 

5 .Divine ‘Will’ is accepted. 

6 the happiness of Satguru is obtained. 

7 all the Divine virtues and ‘gifts’ of the spiritual sphere are 
received. 

8 (we) get fastened with the Divine ‘love-string’. 

9 service is rendered by becoming a slave an obedient-man. 

10 life becomes comfortable and successful. 

11 materialistic doubt-fallacy is kept afar. 

12 (we) are safe from the chronic disease of egotism. 

13 (we) are safe from the materialistic fiery world. 

14 (we) are freed from the cycle of births and deaths. 

15 (we) are safe from Yamas-the couriers of death. 

16 (we) get absorbed in the feet of the Lord God. 
 

There are two types of religions in the world – 
 
1 Inward looking – inlaid – spiritual ‘religion’, and 

 
2 Outward bound – the various ‘professed’ religions. 

 
 It is very necessary to analyse clearly these two, because the general 
public has numerous doubts about religion. 
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 It has been mentioned earlier that the ‘Command-like’ Divine Religion 
in reality is ‘inlaid’ in the innermost consciousness of the creation, which by 
becoming omnipresent is happening – 
  
  eternally 
   through the ages 
    consistently 
     secretly 
 
and it is through this that the whole creation  
 
  originates 
   grows 
    develops 
     blossoms  
      flowers 
       gets destroyed. 
 
 This innate Divine Cosmic Religion is – 
 

  unerring 

   eternal 

    only one of its kind 

     complete 

      in-laid 

       unchanging 

        beyond the grasp of intellect 
 
and is the hidden ‘play’ of the intuitional sphere. 
 
 In this ‘Secret’, Divine Cosmic Religion, all the divine virtues of the 
spiritual sphere such as:- 
 
   purity 
    love 
     affection 
      adoration 
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  love-taste 
   joy 
    mercy 
     tolerance 
      peace 
       comfort 
        bliss 
         friendliness 
          shabad 
           Naam, etc. 
 
are present and are gradually, spontaneously making themselves evident just 
like the brightness of the sun where all the virtues of the sun are evident. 
 
 On the other hand, numerous separate distinctive outer religions are in 
vogue in this world – all of which have numerous sects and denominations. 
All these religions and sects have different – 
 

   deities 

    doctrines 

     traditions 

      rituals 

       customs 

        marks 

garbs 

 philosophies 
 
all of which keep on changing from time to time. 
 
 Because of the differences or separateness of these outer religions – 
 

   misunderstandings 

    quarrels 

     jealousy 

      duality 

       hatred   
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   religious bias 

    fighting 

     crusades (holy wars)  

      oppression 

       persecution 
 
often take place which many a time become the cause of extreme suffering 
and destruction. 
 
 But ‘religion’ is basically one; there are no two or many religions, In 
this connection it is important to understand that there is only one light of 
the Timeless Being in each and every particle of this creation. 
 
1 Amongst all is the Light-You are that Light.        13 

 
 Because of the presence of the light of the One Creator in all human 
being, all are parts of the prime light Waheguru. People have according to 
their self-will, worn different types of garbs (dress), have spoilt their 
naturally acquired human forms (which modern society regards as reform 
according to the present culture), have made different types of traditions and 
rules and then have made an effort to divide human society into separate 
sects or religions. After that they have tried to prove that that their self-
created ‘religions’ is special, better and superior when compared to other 
religions. But all these sects or religions put together cannot erase the 
existence or truth of the real and basic ‘Divine Religion’. 
 
 The Timeless Being has given everyone a physical body in which the 
nose, ears, mouth, eyes, hands, feet are all similar. The Creator Himself has 
put the energy of the breath and soul into the being and sent him into this 
world – 
 
2 O my body, the Lord infused His Light into you, and then you came into the 

world.                   921 

 
 The breathing, which is taking place in man, is also the gift of that 
(Waheguru) the Donor. 
 
3 The Lord placed the soul to the cave of the body, and blew the breath of life 

into the musical instrument of the body.               922 
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 There is one light in all and the source or origin of this light is indeed 
the one Timeless Being. Therefore, we can all say:- 
 

‘The One God is our father; we are the children of the One God’. 

 
and 

 
‘All share in HIS Grace’. 

 
 Therefore, because our origin and life-giver is one, the ‘in-laid’ 
‘command-like religion’ too, is one. 
 
 Yes! The one and only Timeless Being residing in all of us is:- 
 

   the Being of Love 

   the Dearest Beloved 

   Imbued with love 

   the Adored lover 

   Dyed with love 

   Embodiment of Love 

   (God is Love) 
 
 For this reason all the beings are fastened with one ‘love-cord’ of 
Divine Love and are being pulled towards the source. 
 
 Through this subtle, hidden, Divine ‘love-string’ or secret Divine 
gravity, the Lord secretly keeps on pulling His ‘constituent-like being’ 
towards Him. 
 

Cutting it, it does not break, and releasing it, it does not let go. Such is the 
string the Lord has tied me with.              827 

 
 The form this Divine ‘Love-Cord’ (takes) is:- 
 
  faith-filled inclination 
   awe-filled feelings 
    love of ones inner being 
     pangs of love 
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  spiritual desire 

   pangs of separation (from the Lord) 

    desire to serve 

     simran 

      sacrificing oneself 
 
through all of which the Primal Being Waheguru cares for  HIS ‘beings’ 
by:- 

   playing and performing. 

   caressing and cuddling. 

   nurturing with love. 

   caring all the while. 

   showing motherly love. 

   offering bowl of affection. 

   bestowing relish of love. 

   bestowing Divine Grace. 
 
 All the materialistic connections or relationships, such as 
 

  attachment 

   motherly love 

    love 

     friendship 

      carnal love 

       affection 

        pang of separation, etc. 

 
are the reflection of this hidden Divine ‘love-play’ or a ‘faint’ illumination 
and presence of it. 
 
   Feeling the pull 
   Experiencing the pull 
   Withstanding the pull of love 
   Dancing of the mind with the pulls 
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   Blooming in love 

   Dancing in love 

   Tossing and turning in love 

   Feeling high in the love of ones innate being 

   Getting dyed in red colour (colour of love) 

   Dissolving in the pangs of separation of love 

   Getting intoxicated with love-relish 

   Getting absorbed in love intoxication  

   Swimming in the ocean of love 

   Taking gulps of love portions 

   Getting broken up in pangs of separation 

   Unknowingly getting pulled 

   Experiencing silent love 

   Understanding the language of silent love 

   Listening to the tender messages of silent love 

   unravelling the sweet hints of silent love 

   Enjoying the relish of the taunts of the gestures of silent love 

   Trading of silent love 

   getting lost in silent love 
 
of this love-cord is indeed the – 
 

  hidden 

   innate 

    one and only one 

     omnipresent 

      omniscient 

       universal 

        intuitional  
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which, with the pull of ‘Divine Religion’ of all the ‘beings’, all creatures are 
being attracted – 

 
towards their centre, the ‘Primal Lord’ 

and 
by virtue of their ‘constituent-like’ relationship they 

 
are also innocently and unknowingly being pulled towards ‘other beings’. 
 
 In this Divine ‘Cosmic Religion’, the demerits of the materialistic 
sphere – 

  jealousy 

   second love 

    duality 

     hatred 

      religious envy 

       quarrels 

        fighting 

         murders 

          persecution 
 
are non-existent and absent. This is so because every beings innate inlaid 
‘religion’ is one and the same and therefore from the spiritual relationship’s 
point of view, all being are ‘spiritual brothers’.  
 

The One God is our father; we are the children of the One God.....611 

 
 But when the scales of the materialistic doubt-fallacy grow on the 
human mind then the human being becomes:- 
 

  faithless 

   feeling less  

    loveless  
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     defiant 

      atheist 

       self-willed 

        slag 
 
towards his centre, the Timeless Being, and as a result of this the pull of the 
‘faith-filled inclination’s’ ‘love-cord’ becomes weak. 
 
 In this way, the spiritual gifts and merits which man receives through 
this love-cord, begin to decrease. 
 
 Just as light gets less and less in the evening and darkness increases, 
similarly as the Divine ‘faith filled inclination’ decreases, the doubt-fallacy 
of materialism begins to get more predominant.  
 
 Whatever ‘religious actions’ we indulge in, with the ego-ridden mind, 
in the darkness of  this materialistic doubt-fallacy, they are all:- 
 

  a show 

   for self interest 

    done under compulsion 

     hollow 

      mistakes 

       wrong 

        harmful 

         false 

          pretences 

           irreligious. 

 

Outwardly, they wear religious robes, but within is the filth of Maya. 

They cannot conceal this, no matter how hard they try. 

Outwardly, they display knowledge, meditation and purification, 

but within clings the dog of greed.         267       

 The fire of desire rages within; outwardly they apply ashes to their bodies.  
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1 Cursed are the lives of those who read and write the Lord's Name to sell it. 
Their crop is devastated - what harvest will they have?               1245 

 
2 Paying a fine under pressure, does not bring either merit or goodness.         787 
 
3 By stubborn-mindedly performing religious rituals, no one obtains the approval of 

the Lord.                           849 
 
4 One who acts through stubbornness is of no account at all; like a crane, he 

pretends to meditate, but he is still stuck in Maya.                    687 
 
5 You do useless deeds, you ignorant person; this is why you are called a blind, self-

willed manmukh.                        1001 
 
6 Without the Naam, the Name of the Lord, all their actions are useless, like the 

magician who deceives through illusions.            1343 
 
7 Without the Lord, other actions are useless. 

Meditative chants, intense deep meditation, austere self-discipline and rituals - 
these are plundered in this world.                216 

 
8 Some people try to deceive the world by closing their eyes and holding their nostrils 

closed.                    662 
 
9 They read scriptures, and contemplate the Vedas; they practice the inner cleansing 

techniques of Yoga, and control of the breath. 
But they cannot escape from the company of the five passions; they are 
increasingly bound to egotism. ||1|| 
O Beloved, this is not the way to meet the Lord; I have performed these rituals so 
many times.            641 

 
10 One may repeat, verbatim, the nine grammars and the six Shaastras, but my Lord 

God is not pleased by this.          668 
 
11 Hundreds of thousands of virtues and good actions, and hundreds of thousands of 

blessed charities, 
hundreds of thousands of penances at sacred shrines, and the practice of Sehj Yoga 
in the wilderness, 
hundreds of thousands of courageous actions and giving up the breath of life on the 
field of battle, 
hundreds of thousands of divine understandings, hundreds of thousands of divine 
wisdoms and meditations and readings of the Vedas and the Puraanas 
- before the Creator who created the creation, and who ordained coming and going, 
O Nanak, all these things are false. True is the Insignia of His Grace.   867 

 
12 Enshrine the True One in your heart; this is the most excellent action. 

All other hypocritical actions and devotions bring only ruin.         1343 
 
13 Without the Word of the Guru's Shabad, no one finds release. 

Practicing hypocrisy, no one finds liberation.              839 
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1 by empty hypocritical practices, Dharmic love for the Lord is not produced. Only 
through the Word of the Guru's Shabad is the sublime, supreme essence obtained. 
                         1043 

2 You kill living beings, and call it a righteous action. Tell me, brother, what  
would you call an unrighteous action?               1103 
You call yourself the most excellent sage; then who would you call a butcher?   
 
 From the innermost consciousness of that mind, on which there is less 
influence of the materialistic doubt-fallacy, there is somewhat a dim 
reflection of the Divine Illumination. It is through the motivation and 
guidance of this innate Divine Illumination or ‘Religion’ that such a person 
carries out some ’good’ charitable religious deeds, etc. 
 
 In actual fact, these good deeds, religious beliefs and practices etc., are 
the reflection or manifestation of the Divine Virtues of the Divine ‘Religion’ 
in the innermost consciousness. Man cannot take credit for this. 
 
 But ‘man’ under the influence of materialistic doubt-fallacy, gives a 
boost to his own egotism by taking the credit for (doing) these good 
religious beliefs and actions. 
 

3 Those who make pilgrimages to sacred shrines, observe ritualistic fasts and 
make donations to charity while still taking pride in their minds  
- O Nanak, their actions are useless, like the elephant, who takes a bath, and 
then rolls in the dust.               1428 

 

4       In the minds of the virtuous, contentment is produced, thinking about their giving. 
They give and give, but ask a thousand-fold more, and hope that the world will 
honor them.                  466 

 

5 If someone does millions of good deeds, while acting in ego, 
he shall incur only trouble; all this is in vain. 
If someone performs great penance, while acting in selfishness and conceit, 
he shall be reincarnated into heaven and hell, over and over again.        279 

 

6 In ego they become truthful or false. 
In ego they reflect on virtue and sin.              466 

 

We are regarding, actions committed in egotism 
as 

‘Religion’ or ‘humanitarianism’. 
 Such ritualistic religions are described in Gurbani thus – 
 
7 Rituals and religions are all just entanglements; bad and good are bound up 

with them.                   551 
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1 Practicing religious rituals, they sought liberation, 
but the treasure of liberation comes only by praising the Shabad. 
Without the Word of the Guru's Shabad, liberation is not obtained; practicing 
hypocrisy, they wander around confused.           1028 

 
2 The religious rites, rituals and hypocrisies which are seen, are plundered by the 

Messenger of Death, the ultimate tax collector.            747 
 
3 Pilgrimages, austere discipline, compassion and charity 

-these, by themselves, bring only an iota of merit.        4 

 
4 I have wandered through the world of puritan Jains and visited the places of numerous 

siddhas, yogis and celibates. 
I have met the mighty demons, angels living on pure nectar and all the saints coming from 
different traditions. 
I have seen the whole land of man, but have not come across a single man of God. 
Without the loving-kindness and Grace of God, all these are worth a trite.      P10 Tav Sav21 

 
 Besides thes outward ritualistic ‘religions’, we are not prepared to 
acknowledge and follow some other 
 
  higher 
   better 
    nobler 
     in-laid 
      divine 
       true 
        pure 
         eternal 
          omniscient 
           cosmic 
spiritual ‘religion’ about which we indeed have 
 

   no understanding 

   no knowledge 

   no awareness 

   no consideration 

   made no effort 

   (felt) no need 
 
and we are no even ready to ‘abide’ by it. 
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(This is so) despite the fact that various gurus, incarnations, great souls, 
saint, through their personalities and scriptures have clearly thrown light on 
another lofty-pure Divine Religion. 
 
 This lofty-pure Divine Religion has been described in Gurbani as 
follows – 
 
1 Except the Divine Love, consider all works leading you to the darkness. Engage 

yourself toward observance of the Moral Law (Dharma). Thus accumulate the 
wealth of the Divine Love, and stay away from sinful life. Ram P10 3/2  

 
2 Of all religions, the best religion 

is to chant the Name of the Lord and maintain pure conduct.         266 
 
3 There is only one religion of Dharma; let everyone grasp this truth. 

Through the Guru's Teachings, one becomes perfect, all the ages through.1188 
 

4 O Nanak, sing the Kirtan of the Lord's Praises; this alone is the eternal faith of 
Dharma.                           299 

 
5 Those whose karma and Dharma - whose actions and faith - are in the True Name 

of the True Lord.                        343 
 

6 So let yourself be absorbed in the Word of the Guru's Shabad, and know this 
supreme realization.                         419 

 
           cont.  ...lekh 49 
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